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As states prepare their budgets for the coming year, they face the
challenge of reinvesting in public higher education systems after years of
damaging cuts — the product of both the economic downturn and states’
reluctance to raise additional revenues.   In the past five years, state cuts
to higher education funding have been severe and almost universal.  After
adjusting for inflation:

States are spending $2,353 or 28 percent less per student on
higher education, nationwide, in the current 2013 fiscal year than
they did in 2008, when the recession hit.

Every state except for North Dakota and Wyoming is spending less
per student on higher education than they did prior to the
recession.[1]

In many states the cuts over the last five years have been
remarkably deep.  Eleven states have cut funding by more than one-third per student, and two states — Arizona
and New Hampshire — have cut their higher education spending per student in half.

Deep state funding cuts have major implications for public colleges and universities.  States (and to a lesser extent
localities) provide 53 percent of the revenue that can be used to support instruction at these schools.[2]  When this
funding is cut, colleges and universities generally must either cut spending, raise tuition to cover the gap, or both.

That’s what has happened since the recession hit. More specifically, colleges and universities have:

Increased tuition.  Public colleges and universities across the country have increased tuition to compensate for
declining state funding.  Annual published tuition at four-year public colleges has grown by $1,850, or 27
percent, since the 2007-08 school year, after adjusting for inflation.[3]   There has been great variation across
the states.  In two states — Arizona and California — published tuition at four-year schools is up more than 70
percent, while other states’ universities and many two-year colleges have held tuition increases closer to the
rate of inflation.  Major increases in federal student aid and tax credits, on average, have fallen well short of
covering these increases.

These sharp increases in tuition have accelerated longer-term trends of reducing college affordability and
shifting costs from states to students.  The College Board reports that the price of attending a four-year public
college or university, even after accounting for increased federal financial aid and tax subsidies, has grown
significantly faster than the growth in median income over the last 20 years.[4]

Cut spending, often in ways that may diminish the quality of education.  Tuition increases have made up
only part of the revenue loss resulting from state funding cuts.  Public colleges and universities also have cut
faculty positions, eliminated course offerings, closed campuses, shut down computer labs, and reduced library
services, among other cuts.  For example, Arizona’s university system cut more than 2,100 positions; merged,
consolidated or eliminated 182 colleges, schools, programs and departments; and closed eight extension
campuses (local campuses that facilitate distance learning).[5]

Reversing these trends and reinvesting in higher education should be a high priority for state policymakers.  A large and
growing share of future jobs will require college-educated workers.[6]   Investing in higher education to keep tuition low
and quality high at public colleges and universities, and to provide financial aid to those students who need it most,
would help states to develop the skilled workforce they will need to compete for these jobs.  

But policymakers will need to make sound tax and budget decisions in the coming years if they are to renew state
investment in higher education.  Significant investments in higher education in most states may require raising new
revenue, as state revenues have yet to recover from the recession and a wide range of other crucial public services also
require reinvestment after years of deep cuts.

Conversely, states that enact deep tax cuts will make it much more difficult to rebuild their higher education systems
and jeopardize their ability to compete for the jobs of the future.  Florida governor Rick Scott, for example, is calling for
$135 million in business tax cuts at a time when Florida’s higher education funding has fallen by 41 percent over the last
five years.  Other states considering tax cuts also have reduced their higher education funding substantially in response
to the recession.

States Have Cut Higher Education Funding Deeply Since the Start of the
Recession
Public colleges and universities educate over three-quarters of the nation’s undergraduates.[7]   In 2012 state and local
government revenue made up 53 percent of educational revenue (revenue that can be used to support instruction) at
public higher education institutions.[8]  The great majority of that 53 percent comes from state tax revenue.[9]
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States have cut higher education funding deeply.  Comparing current 2013 fiscal year spending with spending in fiscal
year 2008, the fiscal year just prior to the recession, and adjusting for enrollment and inflation, we find that:

State spending nationwide is down $2,353 or 28 percent.

Every state except North Dakota and Wyoming has cut funding.

Thirty-six states have cut funding by more than 20 percent.

Eleven states have cut funding by more than one-third.

The two states making the largest cuts by percentage, Arizona and New Hampshire, have cut their higher
education spending in half.[10] (See Figures 1 and 2.)

 

Why Have States Cut Higher Education?
The cuts have resulted from state and federal responses to the deep recession and continued weak recovery.
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State tax revenues fell very deeply and remain depressed.  States are required to balance their budgets
annually.  The recession of 2007-09 hit state revenues hard, and the slow recovery continues to affect them. 
Persistently high unemployment and still-depressed housing values have left people with less income and less
purchasing power.  As a result, states are taking in less income and sales tax revenue, the main sources of
revenue states use to fund education and other services.  Indeed, state tax revenues remain 6 percent below
2008 levels after adjusting for inflation.[11

Limited revenues must support more students.  Higher education dollars are spread over increasing numbers
of students.  In part due to the “baby boom echo” causing a surge in the 18- to 24-year-old population,
enrollment in public higher education increased by about 1.3 million full-time equivalent students, or 12.4
percent, between the beginning of the recession and the 2011-12 academic year (the latest year for which there
is data).[12] 

Other areas of state budgets are under pressure also.  For example, about 535,000 more K-12 students are
enrolled in the current school year than were enrolled in 2007-08.[13]   An estimated 3.9 million more people
were eligible for subsidized health insurance through Medicaid in 2012 than were enrolled in 2008, as employers
have cancelled health coverage and people have lost jobs and wages.[6][14]     

States could have reduced the size of spending cuts by enacting significant new revenues, but many
chose not to.  States have disproportionately relied on spending cuts to close the very large budget shortfalls
they have faced over the last several years, rather than a more balanced mix of spending cuts and revenue
increases.  Between fiscal years 2008 and 2012, states closed 45 percent of their budget gaps through spending
cuts and only 16 percent of their budget gaps through taxes and fees (they closed the remainder of their
shortfalls with federal aid, reserves, and various other measures).  States could have lessened the need for
deep cuts to higher education funding if they had been more willing to raise additional revenue.

The federal government allowed aid to states to expire prematurely.  States used emergency funds from the
federal government (including both education aid and increased Medicaid funds) to cover roughly one-third of
their shortfalls through the 2011 fiscal year.  After the 2011 fiscal year, the federal government allowed this aid to
expire, even though states continued to face very large shortfalls in 2012 and beyond.[15]

Cuts Have Driven Up Tuition
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Public colleges and universities across the country have increased tuition to help make up for lost state revenue.[16]  
As a result, the average cost of attending a public college or university — particularly a four-year institution — has
surged in recent years. 

 Average annual published tuition at four-year public colleges — the “sticker price” — has grown by $1,850, or 27
percent, in real terms between the 2007-08 school year, the year just prior to the recession, and the current 2012-13
school year.

Tuition increases have been both substantial and widespread.  Since the 2007-08 school year, after adjusting for
inflation, the average tuition at public four-year colleges has increased by:

More than 50 percent in seven states;

More than 25 percent in 18 states; and

More than 15 percent in 40 states. [17] (See Figures 3 and 4.)

Two states, Arizona and California, have increased tuition by more than 70 percent.

Significant boosts in federal student aid and in the value of federal tax credits have reduced the impact of these tuition
hikes on students and their families, but only partially so.  Beginning in 2009, the federal government significantly
increased Pell Grant awards for low-income families.  The federal government also expanded a key higher education tax
credit that mostly helps middle-income families and is available to individuals with incomes up to $80,000 and married
couples with incomes up to $160,000.  With few exceptions, states themselves have not increased financial aid to offset
rising tuitions; per-student state grant aid has actually fallen slightly since the 2007-08 school year, after adjusting for
inflation.[18]

Thanks to the boost in federal assistance, the College Board calculates that the annual value of  grant aid and higher
education tax benefits for students at four year public colleges has increased by an average of $1,410 in real terms
since the 2007-08 school year, enough to offset over three quarters of the $1,850 tuition increase paid by the average
student nationwide.[19]   But since the sticker price increases have varied so much while federal grant and tax-credit
amounts are basically the same across all states, students in states with large tuition increases (such as Arizona or New
Hampshire) undoubtedly have borne a much higher share of the increased cost, while students in states with smaller
tuition increases may have realized net reductions in cost.

The cost of college has spiked even as the recession and its aftermath have diminished students’ and their families’
financial resources.  Between 2007 and 2011, even as tuitions surged, real median household income fell by 8.1
percent.[20]    While the recession has ended, the slow recovery has meant continued high unemployment and still-
depressed real estate values, leaving many families in a precarious financial position.

It is worth noting that, in contrast to these trends, two-year colleges generally have increased their tuition rates less than
four-year colleges during the recession, both in dollar terms and in percentage terms.  In fact, the College Board
estimates that the increases have been small enough that — after taking into account increased federal aid and tax
credits — the net cost to an average student for attending a community college has gone down during the recession. 
Here again, however, there are significant state-to-state variations, with community college tuition rising more than
$1,000 above inflation in Massachusetts, South Dakota, Virginia, and Washington.[21]  

Public Colleges and Universities Also Have Cut Staff and Eliminated
Programs
Recent tuition increases, while substantial in most states, have fallen far short of fully replacing the funding that public
colleges and universities have lost due to state funding cuts.  

Between 2009 and 2010 (the latest year for which data is available), tuition increases offset:

Just over 60 percent of cuts to funding that state and local governments provided to public colleges that offer
graduate degrees;

About 30 percent of the cuts to funding that state and local governments provided to public colleges that offer
bachelor’s degrees but not graduate degrees; and  

Only 14 percent of the cuts to funding that state and local governments provided to community colleges.[22]

Because tuition increases have not compensated for the loss of state funding, public colleges and universities have
simultaneously cut spending to make up for declining state funding. 
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Data on spending at public institutions of higher learning in recent years are incomplete, but considerable evidence
suggests that public colleges and universities have constrained spending to make up for lost state funding, often in
ways that reduce the quality and availability of their academic offerings.  For example, since the start of the recession, in
response to state budget cuts:

Arizona’s university system cut more than 2,100 positions; consolidated or eliminated 182 colleges, schools,
programs, and departments; and closed eight extension campuses (local campuses that facilitate distance
learning).[23]

The University of California laid off 4,200 staff and eliminated or left unfilled another 9,500 positions; instituted a
system-wide furlough program, reducing salaries by 4 to 10 percent; consolidated or eliminated more than 180
programs; and cut funding for campus administrative and academic departments by as much as 35 percent.[24]

California’s community colleges have cut enrollment by 485,000 students or about 17 percent, cut course
offerings by 15 percent resulting in hundreds of thousands of students being denied access to classes,
increased class sizes, laid off faculty and staff, and instituted furloughs.[25]  

The University of Colorado system between 2009 and 2011 laid off 339 staff and faculty, even as enrollment
grew by 2,100 students.[26]

The University System of Louisiana furloughed 727 employees, laid off another 210 staff and faculty members,
and cut 217 academic programs.  In addition, campuses have reduced library services and cut funding for
athletics, student scholarships, and research.[27]

Since 2007, the University of Nevada-Las Vegas eliminated more than 700 faculty and staff positions, 15
academic programs, and 31 degree programs.[28]

The University of New Hampshire eliminated nearly 200 staff positions, implemented a hiring freeze, and froze
staff salaries.[29]

The University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill eliminated 493 positions, cut 16,000 course seats, increased class
sizes, cut its centrally supported computer labs from seven to three, and eliminated two distance education
centers. [30]

Since 2009, Highline Community College in Washington eliminated 72 staff positions, increased the number of
courses taught by part-time faculty, and reduced Adult Basic Education and English-as-a-Second-Language
programs by 10 percent.[31]
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Nationwide, employment at public colleges and universities has grown modestly since the start of the recession, but that
growth has been well below the growth in the number of students.  Between the 2007-08 and the 2011-12 school years
the number of full-time equivalent instructional staff at public colleges and universities grew by about 6 percent, while
the number of students at these institutions grew by 12 percent.  As a result, the ratio of students to instructors grew
from 19.7 to 1 to 20.9 to 1 during that period.

In five states — California, Maine, Minnesota, Nevada, and New Hampshire — full-time equivalent instructional staff at
public colleges and universities fell between the 2007-08 and the 2011-12 school years, even as enrollment grew.[32]

Funding Cuts and Tuition Increases Exacerbate a Longer-Term Erosion of
Higher Education Affordability
The decline in state funding and the resulting rise in tuition since the start of the recession have accelerated a longer-
term cost shift from states to students and families. 

For at least the last quarter-century, state and local funding for higher education has been dropping, and tuition has
been increasing.  Per-student revenue from state and local governments fell by $2,600, after adjusting for inflation,
between 1987 and 2012.  During that same period, per-student tuition increased by $2,600.  In other words, the entire
increase in tuition at public colleges and universities over the last 25 years has gone to make up for declining state and
local revenue, leaving no additional funding available to improve programs and services or fund costs that are rising
faster than the rate of inflation such as employee health care. 

This trend has meant that students have assumed much greater responsibility for paying for public higher education
without those institutions receiving more money to fund quality improvements. In 1987, public colleges and universities
received 3.3 times as much in revenue from state and local governments as they did from students.  They now receive
about 1.1 times as much from states and localities as from students.

The cost shift from states to students has not occurred in a steady, straightforward way.  During and immediately
following recessions, state and local funding for higher education has tended to plummet, while tuition has tended to
spike.  Funding has tended to largely recover, and tuitions have tended to stabilize, during periods of economic
growth.[33]  But the long-term trend is clear: states have been reducing their contributions to public higher education,
while students have been picking up a larger share of the costs.  (See Figure 5.)

This trend — along with slow growth in middle-class incomes — has caused a decline in higher education affordability. 
As students have shouldered greater responsibility for paying for college, the growth in the cost of their education has
far outstripped the growth in students’ and their families’ financial resources.  Over the 20-year period between 1991
and 2011 (the latest year for which there is data), median household income grew by about 3 percent, after adjusting for
inflation.[34]  Between the 1990-1991 and the 2012-13 school years (the current school year), tuition at four-year public
colleges grew by 159 percent in real terms.  Grants and tax benefits for higher education also grew during that time,
somewhat mitigating the growth in the cost to students.  But even after taking those grants and tax benefits into
account, the cost of college grew by 58 percent in real terms, well above the rate of growth in household income.[35]

Adequate Financing for State Higher Education Systems Will Be Required
for Student Success and National Prosperity
Reinvesting in public higher education should be an urgent priority for policymakers who are concerned about the long-
term economic success of their state and its residents.  Diminished educational resources and rising tuition at the
nation’s public colleges and universities have serious consequences for students, their families, and the broader
economy.

Rapidly Rising Tuition Threatens College Access and Burdens Students
with Increasing Levels of Debt
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Rapidly rising tuition makes it less likely that students will attend college.  Research has consistently found that college
price increases result in declining enrollment.[36]   While many universities and the federal government provide financial
aid to help students bear the price, research suggests that both the advertised tuition cost and the actual price net of aid
affect whether students go to college; in other words, a high sticker price can dissuade students from enrolling even if
the net price doesn’t rise.

Research further suggests that college cost increases have the biggest impact on students from low income families. 
For example, a 1995 study by Harvard University researcher Thomas Kane concluded that states that had the largest
tuition increases during the 1980’s and early 1990’s “saw the greatest widening of the gaps in enrollment between high-
and low-income youth.”[37]

Gaps in college enrollment among higher- and lower-income youth are already pronounced, even among prospective
students of similar ability levels.  In a 2008 piece, Georgetown University scholar Anthony Carnavale pointed out that
“among the most highly qualified students (the top testing 25 percent), the kids from the top socioeconomic group go to
four-year colleges at almost twice the rate of equally qualified kids from the bottom socioeconomic quartile.”[38] (See
Figure 6.)  Rapidly rising costs at public colleges and universities likely widen these gaps further.

For those who do attend college, rapidly rising costs make it
more likely that they will need to work a significant number of
hours every week to finance their education.  Working a
significant number of hours, in turn, places students at greater
risk of dropping out of school.  A 2003 study from the U.S.
Government Accountability Office (GAO) found that students
who work more than 20 hours a week are less likely to
complete their degree.[39]

Moreover, rising tuition burdens students with mounting levels
of debt.  Indeed, student debt levels have swelled since the
start of the recession.  Between the 2007-08 and the 2010-11
school years, the amount of debt incurred by the average
bachelor’s degree recipient at a public four-year institution
grew from $11,800 to $13,600 (in 2011 dollars), an inflation
adjusted increase of $1,800, or 15 percent.  The average level
of debt incurred had grown from $11,100 to $11,800, an
increase of $700, or about 6 percent, over the previous eight
years.[40]   

Diminished Educational Resources
May Make It Harder to Improve
Graduation Rates and Academic
Quality
Research supports the idea that smart investments in higher
education can help students — especially those from lower-
income families — stay in school and complete their degrees. 
Both instructional spending (spending directly related to
classroom instruction) and student services spending
(spending on counseling, career guidance, tutoring, and other
services intended to support students outside of the formal instructional program) positively affect student graduation
rates according to research by Ronald Ehrenberg and Douglas Webber of Cornell University.[41]   Student services
expenditures have a particularly large impact on the graduation rates of students with lower levels of academic
preparation and fewer financial resources.  The authors’ findings make intuitive sense.  Students with less academic
preparation and fewer financial resources are more likely to need intensive tutoring to ensure that they are keeping up
with their coursework and guidance navigating the complexities of college course offerings to ensure that they get the
credits they need to graduate.  But state funding cuts are reducing public colleges and universities’ ability to make these
kinds of investments.

Additionally, funding cuts have made it harder for public colleges and universities to staff classrooms with full time,
tenure-tracked professors, which may also threaten student outcomes.  Many schools have turned to part-time and non-
tenure-track faculty as a cost-saving measure, but the use of those types of instructors reduces the likelihood that
students will graduate from college, according to a study by Ehrenberg and Liang Zhang (also of Cornell).[42]  Dr.
Ehrenberg explained in an interview with the New York Times, “It’s not that some of these adjuncts aren’t great
teachers.  Many don’t have the support that the tenure-track faculty have, in terms of offices, secretarial help, and time. 
Their teaching loads are higher, and they have less time to focus on students.”[43]  Another study by Paul Umbach of
the University of Iowa finds that part-time and non-tenure track faculty spend less time preparing for class, are less likely
to challenge their students, and interact with students less frequently than their full-time, tenure-track peers.[44]  

Moreover, increased class size and larger student loads for faculty — also consequences of reduced state aid —
negatively affect student assessments of class quality, according to research by James Monks and Robert Schmidt of
the University of Richmond.[45]   

Funding Cuts Jeopardize Both Students’ and States’ Economic Futures
The reduced college access and reduced graduation rates that research suggests are likely to result from budget cuts
affect more than just the students, because college attainment has grown increasingly important to long-term economic
outcomes for states and the nation.

Getting a college degree is increasingly a pre-requisite for professional success and for entry into the middle class or
beyond.  A young college graduate earns $12,000 a year more annually than someone who did not attend college, after
adjusting for inflation, according to research from the Hamilton Project at the Brookings Institution.[46]   

The benefits of academic attainment extend beyond those who receive a degree; research suggests that the whole
community benefits when more residents have college degrees.  Areas with highly educated residents tend to attract
strong employers who pay their employees competitive wages.  Those employees, in turn, buy goods and services from
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others in the community, broadly benefitting the area’s economy.  Economist Enrico Moretti of the University of California
at Berkeley finds that as a result, the wages of workers at all levels of education are higher in metropolitan areas with
high concentrations of college-educated residents.[47]   This finding implies that — even though not all good jobs
require a college degree — having a highly educated workforce can boost an area’s economic success.

And the economic importance of higher education will continue to grow into the future.  The Georgetown Center on
Education and the Workforce projects that by 2018, 62 percent of all jobs will require at least some college education. 
That is up from 59 percent in 2007, 56 percent in 1992, and 28 percent in 1973.[48]  

The Georgetown center further projects that the nation’s education system will not be able to keep up with the rising
demand for educated workers.  By 2018 the county’s system of higher education will produce 3 million fewer college
graduates than the labor market will demand, Georgetown projects.[49]  

The increase in student debt in recent years also has important implications for the broader economy.  While debt is a
crucial tool for financing higher education, excessive debt can impose considerable costs on both students and society
as a whole.  Research finds that higher student debt levels are associated with lower rates of homeownership among
young adults;[50] can create stresses that reduce the probability of graduation, particularly for students from lower-
income families;[51] and reduce the likelihood that graduates with majors in science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics will go on to graduate school.[52]   

This research suggests that states should strive to expand college access and increase college graduation rates to help
build a strong middle class and develop the skilled workforce needed to compete in today’s global economy.  It
suggests further that the severe higher education funding cuts that states have made since the start of the recession will
make it harder to achieve those goals.

States’ Budget Choices Will Determine Whether They Can Successfully
Rebuild Their Higher Education Systems
There is significant room for concern that the trends described in this paper will continue, and along with them the
negative effects on states’ economies and families’ financial prospects.  State revenues are starting to improve, but at
current rates the recovery is too slow to return them to full health any time soon.  Under current trends, it will be many
years before states can resume funding services at pre-recession levels.

Nor can states simply cut other areas of their budgets to make more room for higher education.  Elementary and
secondary education, like higher ed, has been cut in most states in recent years.[53]   Health care services require
states’ continued support, given rising health costs and declining access to employer-provided coverage.  The nation’s
infrastructure is deteriorating and in need of new public investments, and states have limited ability to cut back on public
safety or human services without real harm to communities.  Those areas of spending account for more than 80 percent
of state and local government funding;  the rest of state budgets pay for environmental protection, the court system, and
other important areas that also are hard to cut without significant negative consequences.

This means that to make significant progress in renewing state investment in higher education, and to prevent
investment from sliding even further, many states may need new revenues.  These revenues could come from repealing
ineffective tax deductions, exemptions and credits, rolling back past years' tax cuts, or raising certain rates, for
instance.[54]  In California, for example, a recent increase in revenue has helped to sustain funding for higher education
and avert a tuition increase.  In November 2012, California voters passed Proposition 30, which raised income tax rates
for very high-income California residents and increased the state sales tax by one quarter of a percent, devoting the
proceeds to fund education and other state services.  After Proposition 30 passed, the California State University (CSU)
system announced that additional state revenue resulting from the initiative would allow CSU to avoid a $250 million
mid-year budget cut and roll back a planned $249 per semester tuition increase.[55]  

States may also wish to consider more funding for higher education as an alternative to new tax cuts.  This may be
particularly true in a number of states that have made deep cuts to higher education funding and where policymakers
are proposing deep new tax cuts that would lock in — even add to — those higher education cuts.

Florida governor Rick Scott, for example, is calling for $135 million in business tax cuts at a time when Florida’s higher
education funding stands 41 below pre-recession levels, and tuition at its public four year colleges has increased by 67
percent over the last five years.  Other states that have made deep cuts to higher education funding and yet are now
considering tax cuts include Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Carolina, Ohio, South
Carolina, and Wisconsin.

To the extent that states do not fully offset the revenue loss from tax cuts, those tax cuts will further reduce the
resources that states have to invest in higher education.  Kansas, for example, passed an income tax cut last year that
contributed significantly to a $267 million budget gap for the 2014 fiscal year.  To close that gap, the state will now need
raise additional revenue, cut services such as higher education and K-12 education that have already absorbed
significant reductions in recent years, or both.  Indeed, Kansas’ House Appropriations Committee has advanced a
proposal that would cut higher education funding by 4 percent, on top of deep cuts from previous years, to help balance
the state’s budget.[56]   The governor is proposing more tax cuts this year and wants to eliminate the state’s income tax
entirely in the future. 

Tax cuts are often sold as a recipe for economic growth.  But to the extent that tax cuts prevent investments in higher
education that would increase access to college, improve graduation rates, and reduce student debt, their net effect
could be a drag on the economy.

Economic growth in and of itself will not be sufficient to propel higher education funding to previous levels any time
soon.  To rebuild their states’ higher education systems, policymakers in many cases will need to raise additional
revenue and, at the very least, to avoid shortsighted tax cuts that stifle higher education investments, making it harder to
develop the skilled workforce that states will need to compete in the future.  

Conclusion
States have cut higher education funding deeply since the start of the recession.  These cuts were in part the result of a
revenue collapse caused by the economic downturn.  But they also resulted from misguided policy choices.  State
policymakers relied overwhelmingly on spending cuts to make up for lost revenues.  They could have lessened the need
for higher education funding cuts if they had used a more balanced mix of spending cuts and revenue increases to
balance their budgets.  And the federal government allowed emergency aid for states to expire prematurely, when state
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revenues had far from fully recovered.

To compensate for lost state funding, public colleges and universities have both steeply increased tuition and pared
back spending, often in ways that compromise the quality of the education that they offer.  Renewing investment in
higher education to promote college affordability and quality should be an urgent priority for state policymakers. 

Strengthening state investment in higher education will require state policymakers to make the right tax and budget
choices over the coming years.  The weak economic recovery and the need to reinvest in other services that also have
been cut deeply means that many states will need to raise revenue to rebuild their higher education systems.  At the
very least, states must avoid shortsighted tax cuts, which would make it much harder for them to invest in higher
education, strengthen the skills of their workforce, and compete for the jobs of the future.      

Appendix Table 
Change in State Higher Education Appropriations, Enrollment, and Appropriations

Per-Student, 2007-08 School Year to 2012-13 School Year

 2007 - 2008 2012 - 2013 Change Percent Change

State Appropriations for Higher
Education

87,172,406,161 70,361,814,675 (16,810,591,486) -19.3%

Full-time Equivalent Enrollment at 
Public Colleges and Universities

10,271,685 11,471,488 1,199,803 11.7%

State Appropriations Per  Full Time 
Enrolled Student

8,487 6,134 (2,353) -27.7%

Sources: Education appropriations data comes from the Grapevine survey conducted by Illinois State University, enrollment data comes from
the State Higher Education Executive Officers’ Association.  Since enrollment data is only available through the 2011-2012 school years,
enrollment data for 2012-13 is an estimate based on data from past years.  Dollar figures adjusted for inflation using the consumer price
index. 
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